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Lions are strong and dangerous animals.  You don’t want to start a fight with a lion, because

they can kill you.  Well, tigers are about the same size as lions, so you can imagine they might

occasionally scuffle.   But  for smaller  animals,  you would expect  them to show a modicum of

concern for their own safety.  Let sleeping lions lie, it is said.  However, some animals disagree.

One day a lion was trying to sleep.  She was resting on a rock, enjoying the warm afternoon

sun, and daydreaming.  It was a pristine afternoon, until a fly came along.  The fly decided to be

annoying, as flies like to be.  It kept flying around her head, and buzzing in her ear.  It was terrible.

“Go away, you nasty insect!” said the lion to the fly.

“Do you think that I am afraid of you because they call you king?” Apparently the fly was

not particularly scared of the lion.

Suddenly, the fly flew at the lion and bit her on the nose.  Filled with anger, the lion tried to

fight back, but she missed, and accidentally cut her own nose!  Again, the fly went on the attack.  It

stood on the lion’s paw, and waited.  The lion opened her big mouth and tried to swallow the fly, but

the fly was so fast that the lion ended up biting her own paw.  By this point, the lion was in a lot of

pain, and she gave up trying to catch the little monster.  Some fights you just can’t win. 

The fly flew away, excited to tell the world how it was stronger than the lion, and how the

lion scratched her own nose and bit her own paw.  It sounded like a great story – a weak little fly

shows the mighty lion that its big claws, gigantic teeth, and mighty roar are no match for a quick

and intelligent insect.  Surely this fly was going to be famous and respected.

Right at that moment, the fly flew into a small spider web.  It lay there, struggling to escape

the sticky web, until a tiny spider came along and ate it for dinner.

Don’t be blinded by pride.



The Lion and The Fly Questions
Name:________________________________  Class:___________  Number:____

PART 1 Match the word and definition.

1. occasionally ____ A. to fight briefly and not very seriously 

2. nasty ____ B. a small amount of something 

3. buzzing ____ C. sometimes

4. scuffle ____ D. having little power; not strong

5. modicum ____ E. smart

6. weak ____ F. making a low, soft sound

7. swallow ____ G. perfect

8. struggling ____ H. dirty

9. intelligent ____ I. to try hard to do something

10. pristine ____ J. to eat something completely

PART 2 True or false.

1. Lions are dangerous creatures that can kill you. TRUE  /  FALSE

2. The lion scratched her own nose and bit her own tail. TRUE  /  FALSE

3. The fly tried to swallow the lion. TRUE  /  FALSE

4. The fly was so fast that the lion ended up biting her own paw. TRUE  /  FALSE

5. The lion continued to fight the fly and she never gave up. TRUE  /  FALSE

6. The lion hurt herself with her claws and teeth. TRUE  /  FALSE

7. The fly flew on the spider’s web on purpose. TRUE  /  FALSE

8. The weak but smart fly defeated the strong and mighty lion. TRUE  /  FALSE

9. The lion and the fly were killed by a little spider. TRUE  /  FALSE

10. The main message is that we should always be very proud of success. TRUE  /  FALSE


